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Figure 1. Interaction stages of force confirmation using QR and DT: In force level 0 (a) the user can normally interact with the system. By entering
force level 1 (b), an on-screen menu is shown. Users can select a menu item by increasing the force to force level 2 (c) and force level 3 (d). Using QR,
the selection is confirmed by quickly lifting the finger (e). Using DT, users have to maintain force (f) for a one second to confirm the selection (g).

ABSTRACT

Modern smartphones, like iPhone 7, feature touchscreens
with co-located force sensing. This makes touch input more
expressive, e.g., by enabling single-finger continuous zooming when coupling zoom levels to force intensity. Often, however, the user wants to select and confirm a particular force
value, say, to lock a certain zoom level. The most common
confirmation techniques are Dwell Time (DT) and Quick Release (QR). While DT has shown to be reliable, it slows the
interaction, as the user must typically wait for 1 s before her
selection is confirmed. Conversely, QR is fast but reported to
be less reliable, although no reference reports how to actually
detect and implement it. In this paper, we set out to challenge
the low reliability of QR: We collected user data to (1) report
how it can be implemented and (2) show that it is as reliable
as DT (97.6% vs. 97.2% success). Since QR was also the
faster technique and more preferred by users, we recommend
it over DT for force confirmation on modern smartphones.
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INTRODUCTION

While force input on touchscreens has been researched as of
the mid 80s [4], it recently has become an encouraging path
to increase the richness of touch interaction also on mobile
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devices. Smartphones like iPhone 7 feature a touch screen
with co-located force sensors to capture the normal force applied to the screen with each touch. This additional dimension for touch input can be exploited to control a parameter
that is coupled to the continuously sampled force. For example, it enables single-finger zooming with the thumb when the
device is used one-handed. In most cases, however, force is
used to pick one value out of a range of continuous or discrete
values. A recurring example from literature is menu control
(e.g., [7, 8, 11, 18]). Each discrete menu item is mapped to
a different range of adjacent force values. Depending on how
much force the user applies, the appropriate item is selected.
The key problem, however, is to confirm the selection of an
item. The most common techniques in the literature are Dwell
Time (DT) and Quick Release (QR) [11]. Using DT, the selection is confirmed after maintaining force for a short duration
(usually 1 s) for the corresponding item. Using QR, the selection is confirmed by quickly lifting the finger when the item
is selected (Fig. 1). Although DT has shown to be a reliable
force confirmation technique with ≈ 97% success rates (e.g.,
[11, 15, 17]), it slows the interaction, as the user must typically wait before her selection is confirmed. In contrast, QR
is a fast force confirmation technique, but it is less reliable
than DT (e.g., ≥ 30% error rates in [6, 18]). Surprisingly,
literature does not describe how QR is actually detected and
implemented [11, 18].
In this paper, we challenged the low reliability of QR. We
asked users to selected menu items by applying force with
the thumb and to confirm each selection by quickly lifting
the thumb off the mobile touchscreen. Based on this data we
present how to implement QR. In a second study, we showed
that users performed with this QR implementation as accurate as with DT (97.6% vs. 97.2% success). Since QR was
also the faster force confirmation technique and more preferred by users, we recommended it over DT for force input
confirmation on modern smartphones.

RELATED WORK

HCI research on force input dates back to the mid 80s. Buxton et al. [4] used continuous force sensing on a touch tablet
to control the width of strokes drawn by the finger. Pens for
graphic tablets [10, 11, 12] and force-sensitive mice [6, 13]
have been explored to control desktop applications more efficiently. Force input has also been investigated on resistive
mobile touchscreens [3, 18], e.g., to toggle small and capital letters during text input. More recently, smartphones and
tablets with capacitive touchscreens have been equipped with
force-sensing resistors at the bezel [8, 9, 17], sides [14, 16],
or back [7] to let the fingers, that hold the device in place,
partake in interactions, such as on-screen menu control. [1,
2] exploited users’ difference in touch contact time and touch
radius when applying various levels of force to the touchscreen to detect two levels of pseudo-force. However, their
approach requires the user to always navigate with consistent timings, since longer touch contact time is interpreted as
higher force. Various studies investigated the effect of feedback methods [11, 15, 18], transfer functions [6, 13, 15], and
discrete force levels [8, 11, 15, 17, 18] on users’ force input. In summary, users showed good performance with eight
to ten discrete force levels on a 3–10 N range using a linear
transfer function.
Another influencing factor is the force confirmation technique
to confirm force input for a particular value. Most studies
used Dwell Time (DT) [3, 6, 13, 15, 17] and Quick Release
(QR) [3, 6, 18]. Both force confirmation techniques were first
mentioned by Ramos et al. [11], who tested them for force input with a pen on a tablet. While DT has a low and consistent
error rate (≈ 3%) [3, 11, 15, 17], it slows the interaction,
as the user must typically wait for 1 s before her selection
is confirmed, resulting in ≈ 2.5 s completion times. Another
drawback is that, once force is applied, DT does not allow
the user to linger on an item longer than the dwell time. If
she needs longer to decide which item to pick, then this leads
to unintended confirmation [8]. In contrast, QR does allow
for lingering and is fast (≈ 1 s) [3, 11, 15, 17]. However, it
has a high and inconsistent error rate (≈ 5–40%) [3, 11, 15,
17], and is therefore often ranked lower than DT by users, although they prefer the faster completion time of QR [3, 11].
Current devices, like iPhone 7, neither use DT nor QR, but a
simple thresholding technique: As soon as the user crosses a
particular force value, she reaches the next menu state. This
state is maintained as long as the user’s force is lower than the
next threshold. However, once a threshold is crossed, the user
cannot go back, until the threshold is reset, e.g., by tapping on
a back button.
Whereas the detection and implementation of DT for discrete
force input can be clearly derived from its description, this is
less clear for QR. Wilson et al. identified that “Designing an
accurate Quick Release mechanism is troublesome because
it is difficult to identify a common and clear pattern of sensor behaviour from which user intent can be unambiguously
retrieved.” [18]. None of the studies using QR explained
how they actually detected and implemented it. This might
also explain the inconsistency in error rates, given different
implementations. Due to this unclarity, we set out to investi-

gate how to design a reliable QR mechanism by studying data
from users performing the QR gesture.
DETECTING QUICK RELEASE

To get a rough estimate when a QR event happens, which is
in line with finding out how long it takes the user to lift her
finger off the touchscreen, we used the model human processor [5], also known as CMN model: According to this model,
a user’s action involves three steps, each of which takes a certain time: (1) perception (100 ms), (2) cognition (70 ms), (3)
motion (70 ms). In the context of applying the QR gesture
to confirm force input for a menu with discrete items, we obtain: (1) the user perceives which item is currently selected,
(2) she then decides to confirm this item, and (3) she then lifts
the finger off the touchscreen. Hence, a QR event should have
happened ≈ 240 ms before the finger was lifted off the screen.
However, since the CMN timings are only estimates and may
differ by user and context, we conducted a controlled experiment to gather actual data from six participants (aged 24–29,
M = 25.83, SD = 2.14, all male, all right-handed) performing
the QR gesture. All participants were smartphone users but
not experienced with force input.
Experimental Design

Users were asked to apply certain force on the touchscreen
of a force-sensitive iPhone 6S to select a menu item and then
confirm that item by quickly lifting the thumb of the screen.
iPhone senses force values between 0 and 480
72 ≈ 6.67 in steps
1
of 72
when force sensitivity is set to “firm”. According to Apple’s API documentation 1 , a value close to 1.0 is equivalent
to an ordinary touch, whereas any higher value indicates intentional force input. The documentation does not state how
these values translate to Newtons, but experiments [7] hint at
a ≈ 0–4 N range and a linear transfer function.
Fig. 2 shows the UI of the application that was used for displaying the task to the user and collecting the data. On the
left, a vertical menu divided the device force range from
1.0–6.67 equidistantly into discrete segments. Force < 1.0
was not visualized to let ordinary touch input coexist. The
segments represented low to high force from bottom to top.
When the force applied matched the range of a segment, it
was filled with white color. A “+” indicated the segment
that the user had to reach via pressing the thumb that should
be placed at the location of the circled crosshair. Once the
marked segment was reached, it turned green, and the user
would immediately lift her thumb off the screen. Then, the
next trial was shown.
Independent variables were M ENU size (5, 10, and 15 segments), thumb L OCATION (Fig. 2), and force L EVEL (1.189,
2.418, 3.930, 5.347, and 6.481). Users did not have to reach
these values exactly, but stay within the corresponding segment. This way, not all segments were tested, but it ensured that an equal amount of measurements per M ENU was
obtained—an approach also applied by [7, 8, 12, 17, 18].
The choice of L EVELs guaranteed that for each M ENU, the
lowest and the highest segment, a segment around the center,
1

https://developer.apple.com/reference/uikit/uitouch

Figure 2. UI of the application used to collect data from users performing the QR gesture on a force-sensitive Phone 6S (667 × 375 pt screen).

a segment between the center and the lowest segment, and
a segment between the center and the highest segment were
chosen. Each combination from these variables was repeated
three times, resulting in 3 × 5 × 5 × 3 = 225 trials per user.
M ENU was counterbalanced using a Latin Square. L EVEL
and L OCATION were combined and randomized. Once all
three repetitions of the L EVEL × L OCATION trials were done,
the user took a quick break and then continued with the
next M ENU. To become familiar with the task, each user
first performed five test trials when M ENU changed, resulting in 3 × 5 = 15 additional trials. The user was sitting in a
chair without arm rests and held the phone in his right hand.
A complete session took about 20 minutes per participant.
Dependent variables were Force [0–6.67], Timestamp [ms],
Frame [i, i ∈ N≥1 ], and Success [0,1]. Frame denoted the ith
frame from the touch digitizer stream, which is sampled every
≈ 16 ms on iPhone. Success denoted whether the Force of a
Frame was within the force range represented by the marked
segment (1) or not (0).
Results

Since a QR event happens right before the end of a trial,
we reversed our data, such that the Timestamp from the last
Frame received from the digitizer (touchesEnded call in
iOS) was set to 0 ms. This way, we could align all trials to
the same final Timestamp, independent of how long the user
needed to complete a trial. For convenience, we refer to discrete reversed Frames in our analysis. Yet, multiplying Frame
by ≈ 16 ms yields the equivalent continuous Timestamp.
Fig. 3a shows a typical plot of Force vs. reversed Frame for
one user for M ENU 5. The green color indicates that the user’s
Force (y-axis) matched the requested segment at the time
the Frame (x-axis) was captured. The data shows that most
matches are found around reversed Frame 16. This was generally independent from L EVEL and M ENU: Fig. 3b shows
the cumulated count of Success per reversed Frame. For each
M ENU there is a clear peak, and all three peaks almost overlap. If we use a Frame-to-Force lookup for the Frame at each
peak and map the Force to the corresponding segment, we
obtain promising success rates of 96% for M ENU 5, 98% for
M ENU 10, and 95% for M ENU 15. However, using just a
single reversed Frame for the lookup might be problematic,
especially when the user was jittering.

Therefore, we were interested in identifying a sequence
of Frames that lead to the highest success rate for each
M ENU S IZE. We applied the following optimization process: Assume that for one trial, n ∈ N>0 Frames were
recorded. Then let Fi , i ≤ n be the ith reversed
Frame and let w ∈ W = {0...min(i − 1, n − i)} denote a width. Then Fi (W ) = {Fi (w)} is a set of sequences Fi−w , . . . , Fi−1 , Fi , Fi+1 , . . . , Fi+w of 2w + 1 reversed Frames with Fi at the center. For each Fj in Fi (w)
(1 ≤ j ≤ i + w) we calculated the menu segment M (Fj ) for
the Force measured at that Frame. Success(M (Fi (w))) ∈
{0, 1} denoted if the segment in {M (Fi (w))} that occurred
most frequently matched the requested segment for a trial.
Fig. 3c shows the success rates for M ENU for 5 ≤ i ≤ 30 and
0 ≤ w ≤ 30. Although wider ranges for i and w could have
been chosen, the peaks in Fig. 3b indicated that the optimum
should be located within those ranges. As can be seen, there
are multiple but few combinations of parameters i and w at
the peaks of the curves. Although each M ENU has a different
Fi that leads to the maximum success rate (M ENU 5: 96%
for i =15, M ENU 10: 98% for i =16, M ENU 15: 97% for
i =17) they share an optimal width of w = 3. Converting
these sequences of Fi (3) into time ranges, we obtain 192–
288 ms for M ENU 5, 208–304 ms for M ENU 10, and 224–320
ms for M ENU 15. As assumed, the 240 ms calculated from
the CMN model are always contained within these ranges.
As a next step, we wanted to see how users’ performance for
force confirmation with QR using these optimal parameters
compares to confirmation with DT (Video Fig.).
VERIFICATION EXPERIMENT

We extended our first experiment to include QR as force confirmation technique using our previously determined parameters. The segment that occurred most frequently in M (Fi (w))
was feedbacked to the user as soon as she lifted her thumb.
Half a second later, the next trial was shown. For baseline comparison, we also added DT: If the user maintained
force for a segment for at least one second, it was confirmed
through orange color. Lifting the thumb initiated the next
trial. Twelve users (aged 23–53, M = 32.33, SD = 8.17, four
female, all right-handed) participated. All participants were
smartphone users but not experienced with force input, and
none of them had participated in our previous experiment.
Independent variables from the first experiment were extended by T ECHNIQUE, which denoted the two force confirmation techniques. Thumb L OCATIONs were slightly
changed (Video Fig.) to test robustness against thumb placement. We did not change L EVEL since M ENU 5 already included all five possible segments, and for M ENU 10 and 15 a
change of L EVEL would only have resulted in segments adjacent to the original ones. Counterbalancing and randomization were inherited; half of the users started with DT. Each
participant performed 2 T ECHNIQUE × 3 M ENU × 5 L EVEL
× 5 L OCATION × 3 repetitions = 450 trials. Before the next
M ENU was tested, the user performed five test trials, resulting
in 2 × 3 × 5 = 30 additional trials.
Dependent variables were Success ∈ [0, 1] and Time [ms].
Success denoted whether the requested and the predicted seg-
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Figure 3. (a) Typical plot showing reversed Frame vs. Force data from one user for M ENU 5. Around reversed Frame 16, the user’s force always
matched the requested L EVEL. Green data points from higher reversed Frames indicate that users reached the correct L EVEL, but did not release yet,
e.g., because they were jittering. (b) The cumulated count of Success confirms that this finding is independent from M ENU and L EVEL. (c) Different
combinations of reversed Frame and width lead to different Success rates. Circles indicate reversed Frames for M ENU that led to optimal Success with
a width of w = 3.

ment matched (1) or not (0), and Time was measured until a
trial was completed, i.e., until the dwell time expired or, for
QR, when the thumb was no longer in contact with the touch
digitizer. At the end, users were asked to vote for their preferred force confirmation technique, or whether they had no
preference at all.

Results

Since we interested in a direct comparison between DT
and QR, we always directly contrast both T ECHNIQUEs
for each variable. Time was log-transformed for repeatedmeasures ANOVAs. For Success, we conducted McNemar
and Cochran’s Q tests, since the data was dichotomous.
T ECHNIQUE had a significant effect on Time (F 1,5377 =
348.60, p < .0001): Using DT, users needed 2341 ms (95%
CI: ±51 ms) to complete a trial on average, which was twice
as slow compared to 1125 ms (95% CI: ±26 ms) for QR.
M ENU had a significant effect on Time for both DT
(F 2,2686 = 159.02, p < .0001) and QR (F 4,2686 = 179.80,
p < .0001). Tukey HSD posthoc pairwise comparisons for
each T ECHNIQUE were all significant, i.e., Time increased
with M ENU for both, DT and QR. Pairwise t-tests of Time
between the same M ENUs across both T ECHNIQUEs were
all three significant (F 4,1787 ≥ 1121.34, adjusted p < .001,
each), i.e., for each M ENU, confirmation with QR was significantly faster (Fig. 4).
L EVEL had a significant effect on Time for both DT
(F 4,2684 = 160.78, p < .0001) and QR (F 4,2684 = 158.84,
p < .0001). For DT, Tukey HSD posthoc pairwise comparisons were not significant between the two lowest L EVELs,
but between all other pairs (p < .0001, each). For QR, Tukey
HSD posthoc pairwise comparisons were also not significant
between the two lowest L EVELs and between the lowest and
the highest L EVEL—for these, users were fastest—, but between all other pairs (p < .0001, each) (Fig. 4). Being faster
at lower L EVELs is plausible since applying more force takes
more time, and for the highest L EVEL, users could quickly
apply as many force as they could to always land on the segment for the highest force level. Pairwise t-tests for Time between the same L EVELs across both T ECHNIQUEs were all
significant ( F 1,1067 ≥ 626.80, adjusted p < 0.001, each).

For any L EVEL, force confirmation with QR was always significant faster than with DT.
L OCATION had a significant effect on Time for DT (F 4,2684 =
9.03, p < .0001): Tukey HSD pairwise comparisons showed
that confirming force input with the thumb at the lower left
corner of the screen was significantly slower than any other
L OCATION (p < .001, each). For QR, however, L OCATION
had no effect on Time (F 4,2684 = .97, n.s.). Pairwise t-tests
for Time between the same L OCATIONs across both T ECH NIQUE s were all significant (F 1,1067 ≥ 656.03, adjusted p <
0.001, each). For each L OCATION, confirmation with QR was
significantly faster (Fig. 4).
T ECHNIQUE had no significant effect on Success (χ2 (1) =
.35, n.s.), i.e., we could not prove that any T ECHNIQUE performed better than the other as regards Success.
M ENU had a significant effect on Success for DT (Q(2) =
20.60, p < .0001). Posthoc pairwise comparisons revealed
that Success for M ENU 5 (99.2%) was significantly higher
compared to M ENUs 10 (96.6%) and 15 (96.0%) (p < .001,
each). For QR, however, M ENU had no effect on Success
(Q(2) = 2.49, n.s.)—users performed equally well independent from the menu size. Pairwise comparisons of Success
between the same M ENUs across both T ECHNIQUEs were
significant for M ENU 5 (χ2 (1) = 4.65, p < .05) and for
M ENU 15 (χ2 (1) = 4.66, p < .05): Whereas Success for
M ENU 5 was significantly higher for DT (99.2%) than for QR
(97.9%), Success for QR was significantly higher for M ENU
15 (97.9%) compared to DT (96.0%). Yet, these differences
were smaller than 2% (Fig. 5).
L EVEL had a significant effect on Success for DT (Q(4) =
28.23, p < .0001). Posthoc pairwise comparisons revealed
that Success for L EVEL 5.347 was significantly lower compared to all other L EVELs except for L EVEL 3.925, for
which, however, Success was significantly lower compared to
L EVEL 6.481 (p < .05, each). L EVEL also had a significant
effect on Success for QR (Q(4) = 24.38, p < .0001). Pairwise McNemar tests showed that Success for L EVEL 6.481
was significantly higher compared to all other L EVELs except
for L EVEL 2.4175 (p < .001, each). Pairwise comparisons of
Success between the same L EVELs across both T ECHNIQUEs
were all not significant (Fig. 5).
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Figure 4. DT vs. QR results for Time in ms. Error bars denote 95%CI.

L OCATION neither had a significant effect on Success for DT
(Q(4) = 5.81, n.s.) nor for QR (Q(4) = 2.25, n.s.). Likewise,
pairwise comparisons of Success between the same L OCA TION s across both T ECHNIQUE s were also all not significant
(Fig. 5).
Users’ preference for T ECHNIQUE was significant (Q(2) =
9.50, p < .001): Nine users voted significantly higher for QR
compared to two votes for DT and one for ’no preference’ (p
< .05, each).
Discussion

Not surprisingly, users were faster with QR than with DT;
results for Time were in line to findings from related work.
Interestingly, using DT took 1216 ms longer—216 ms more
than the added DT. This could be explained by a strategy from
users, who increased or decreased force very slowly when
they jittered around a targeted segment. Also note that Time
for DT stopped right after the timer expired, but in practice,
the user would still need to lift her finger to continue interaction. This would add another 240 ms from the CMN model,
which is, on the contrary, already included in Time for QR.
Although L OCATION did not influence Success, users were
slower with DT when their thumb was placed at the lower
right corner of the touchscreen. Maintaining force at that location is difficult, as the device is imbalanced and the thumb
is folded. The QR gesture, however, did not involve maintaining force, which might explain why users were equally
fast at any L OCATION. Success for DT was in line with findings from related work. Yet, we could not find an overall
difference between DT and our implementation of QR. What
is more, is that unlike DT, QR was not influenced by M ENU,
which makes it more flexible as regards the choice of menu
size. Combined with users’ faster interaction time and higher
preference for QR, we can summarize it as the more advantageous force confirmation technique compared to DT. We
envision QR to allow for effective control of context menus,
e.g., to quickly access shortcuts in smartphone applications.
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We collected all data on iPhone 6S. However, we expect similar results for other devices, since we saw that the QR gesture
is in line with predictions from the device-independent CMN
model. We also plan to optimize feedback visualization for
QR: As of now, when the user lifts her thumb, the menu cursor will rapidly drop and then jump back to the confirmed
segment. This is since we cannot start calculating which segment the user wanted to confirm before she completely lifted
her thumb. A solution could be pausing visualization updates
(Video Fig.) when a rapid decrease in force (δF orce ≤ -0.3
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units on the 0–6.67 scale) for QR is detected, but this would
probably be dependent from the sensor range and menu items.
CONCLUSION

In this paper we set out to challenge the low reliability of
Quick Release (QR), a common technique to confirm force
input by quickly lifting the finger. We contrasted it with
Dwell Time (DT), a technique that requires the user to maintain pressure for 1 s to confirm the input, and that is reported
as more reliable than QR. While detecting and implementing
DT is clear and straightforward, literature does not describe
how to do so for QR. Inspired by the CMN model [5], we
hypothesized that the force the user intends to confirm can be
retrieved by looking ≈ 240 ms back in time once the finger
has been lifted. To confirm our hypothesis, we collected data
from users who controlled menu items on a force-sensitive
smartphone by pressing with the thumb. Based on this data
set, we implemented an algorithm to detect QR: Use a forceto-menu item lookup between ≈ 200–300 ms before the finger is lift off the screen and pick the item that occurred most
frequently within that time frame. In a verification study, we
tested this implementation against DT: With a 97.6% success
rate, QR was as reliable as DT, that had a 97.2% success rate.
Combined with users’ faster performance and higher preference for QR, we recommend it over DT as confirmation technique for force input on modern smartphones.
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